Members of the team
blazer, lindros, -=Cerberus=-, usasoft, Admin, .Scorpio., User, test0815, mastercracker, proinside, POLIMO, dda,
Mastermind, myslowtech, Tyra, gscp, mr.2x
Introduction
It was evident from the beginning that the organizers of Hashrunner put an enormous amount of effort into the
preparation of the contest this year. Rather than spoon feeding us the hashes, making us think and work for them
through a series of challenges was both a pleasant surprise to us and a nice change. Thank you @repdet for answering
our tweet/emails and for promptly resolving issues we encountered.
Preparing and organization
Since the hash algorithms were released prior to the contest lotus5 and lotus6 plugin modules were prepared for
InsidePro’s hashmanager (freeware). For this contest we once again used TeamLogic our hash management system (see
image below), coupled with a forum and teamspeak for communication.

On-the-fly coding
Changes were made throughout the contest to TeamLogic in order to support extra algorithms that we encountered, the
ability to update it in real-time reacting to the challenges overall gave us an extremely user friendly environment to
interact with and work efficiently together. PHP was used to attack the ‘Wonderful’ hashes, while we did get several hits
this wasn’t a very feasible approach due to the slow speed. Python was used to crawl the forums and sites where we
needed content from such as the Arabic forum. Sorry hashrunner, we were probably one of the guilty culprits causing
high CPU load.
Our approach
No single role was assigned to a particular member, nor was any restrictions placed on the software which they could
use. The main cracking software used was (InsidePro’s Extreme GPU bruteforcer, Hash manager, the Hashcat suite and
John the ripper. Everyone did what they were comfortable with and enjoyed and the roles people fell in were analyzers,
coders, crawlers, parsers, crackers, and challenge solvers. Distributed attacks for various algorithms were carried where
necessary for the more challenging algorithms (Blowfish, PHPBB, GRUB2 and Dominosec). Wordlists were constantly
crafted to match the profile of plaintexts we received hits with. Similarly highly optimal rulesets were generated to preprocess the wordlists (explained why later). In addition, rulesets were also constantly being generated for use in
attacking (dict+rule) or to emulate the (dict+mask) attacks.

Pre-processing wordlsits
Due to the complexity of the algorithms, adding even a few rules to some of the attacks would have exponentially
increased the amount of work required due to salting. We noticed lots of the words involving 1337speak rules, while you
can simply use the default 1337.rule this is inefficient since it creates many duplicate candidates. Furthermore, when the
1337.rule is stacked, this additionally increases the number of unnecessary candidates. Instead we use d an optimized
approach and only applied specific 1337 rules where necessary and de-duplicated the candidates. Unified list manager
(ULM) was used to extract the rules while Rulify was used to pre-process the wordlists.

Breakthroughs
We were able to isolate a German dictionary which would consistently give us hits across algorithms. This list was
expanded using a restricted substitution ruleset that grew from an initial 60 rules to around 180 rules. The expanded
worldlist was then used in dict/dict+rule hybrid attacks.
Additional lists we found to be useful was the ogame /mmorpg game list, tomato (translation/names), elements,
Portuguese, Australian and of course the Arabic lists and its variations generated from the forum crawl.
Common pattern attacks we carried out include but were not limited to 1337 variants, ‘uMl4, append ?s?d, ?s, @2, $4,
^6, and !1 masks. We also used a ddmmyyyy date mask in hybrid dict+mask attacks.
With roughly 1.5-2 hours remaining of the contest we were able to isolate a single rule ‘lMu4’ that gave extremely good
results with the Arabic forum dumped hashes. While an initial distributed attack was started on this pattern, it was later
centralized to a single 4x 7990 system. Other members either resumed attacks on the simpler algorithms to increase the
number of hashes cracked or fed Arabic wordlists to the phpbb cracker. The phpbb cracker was able to continuously
output cracks to the system up to till the last second of the contest with plenty more wordlists unexhausted.

Highlights and epic moments
One of the funniest moments was when we isolated a German dictionary and did distributed attacks across the
algorithms. One of the members said out loud over teamspeak “This small German dictionary works great, time to use a
bigger German dict”, well imagine that being said with a slight Russian accent. Laughter was ensured and suddenly
everyone had something to say about their ‘dict sizes’.
After having isolated the phpbb pattern we expected it would secure a win for us from our two day lead. However, in
the final hours Team hashcat decided pounce. Having uploaded our final submission, it appeared it still wasn’t enough
and we were still behind Team hashcat. Thankfully we didn’t stop our attacks after the submission and was still able to
continuously upload cracks, which allowed us to take the lead in the final minutes.
General thoughts
The difference between the points of the complex hashes eg blowfish (15 points) and some of the weak algorithms
(1point) were quite low. It would appear that this year’s contest focused more on cracking weak algorithms and applying
these patterns and rulesets obtained from them to break the resource hungry algorithms. Simply tackling the highly
iterated salted hashes with a sledge hammer approach would have been ineffective . It also seemed that the hashes
weren’t weighted fairly according to the amount of effort required to compute that algorithm, so choosing wisely which
algorithms to attack mattered.
Even though this contest was longer than the usual, running for a total 72 hours we only managed to crack 22.81% of
hashes in that time frame. This does suggest that despite having ample CPU/GPU resources like our competitors, we
probably didn’t use them as effectively as we could. An example would be wasting many GPU cycles on the phpbb3
hashes before finding the exact combination approximately 2 hours before the end of the contest.
This contest proved an important point. No matter how much compute resources you have, it is the team members you
have that matter. Lots of processing power was either wasted on silly attacks or spent searching for major breakthrough.
Identifying patterns and crafting efficient attacks was very important in this contest in order to minimize wasted
processing power.
We thought that the date selection was perfect as it covered all of the weekend for almost everyone. Despite the very
minor issues it seemed that the contest was extremely well planned and executed nicely.
It would be good to have some stats from the organizers and a write -up with a detailed view on how they generated the
hashes (including the wordlists, rules and patterns). It would also great if the organizers upload the graphs and stats of
the progress of hashes/points over time and updated statistics of what each team cracked.
Conclusion
We had a great time in developing our password research skills and have managed to push the envelope of pa ssword
cracking like never before. Obviously this cannot be achieved without many thanks to the software creators ‘admin’ of
Insidepro, ‘Jens Steube’ aka ‘atom’ of Hashcat and its developers, the john the ripper community of developers and
finally the author of ‘Teamlogic’. We must also not forget to thank the organizers of Hashrunner 2014 for giving us this
opportunity to compete, develop our skills and have a great time.

Appendix
For a list of dictionaries/rules and some tools we used please download the package
http://www.sendspace.com/file/s2prke

